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1. At its forty-first meeting on 5 October 1961 the Committee considered item 16 of the agenda – Studies of nuclear power costs. It had before it a report by the Board of Governors on this subject. ¹/²

2. The discussion also took into account a note by the Director General on nuclear power costs ²/ and information gathered on the development of some of the small power reactor projects in the United States of America. ³/³

3. At the conclusion of the discussion, the Committee decided to recommend that the General Conference take note of the report of the Board of Governors and therefore submits the following resolution for consideration.

STUDIES OF NUCLEAR POWER COSTS

The General Conference

Takes note of the report of the Board of Governors on studies of nuclear power costs (GC(V)/161).

¹/ GC(V)/161.
²/ GC(V)/INF/38.
³/ GC(V)/INF/41.